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Dear Readers,
You can no longer avoid the topic; it controls the world. Every day in Africa countless children
still starve, desperate refugees stand at the gates to Europe (strictly speaking, why is there
no pandemic there?), but this is all nothing versus the Corona danger . . . because of fear of
the spread of the virus the world has pressed STOP. The consequence of this is that Greta
Thunberg has become jobless, because if it continues this way, we will have reached the
climate goals for the end of 2020.
The world stands on its head because much was decided out of fear and panic. Fear is always
a poor advisor no matter what it concerns. However, if you sometimes separate yourself from
the horror messages of the mainstream media and look around their periphery, it is not so
bad after all. Or?
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Please do not misunderstand me: I do not want to whitewash anything here or downplay the
dreadful destinies and how they take place at the moment. But also, has much not already
happened before Corona? Was the health care system in Italy not already ailing before and
were the intensive [care] beds not saved up, but only now it is shown in the media every
day? Regrettably have older ill people not died from a virus infection before? Was Corona
actually responsible for the deaths of these now counted people, or yet perhaps some resistant
hospital germ for which they did not search? Do more people currently actually die? The
Corona Crisis raises many questions, particularly because it is lacking in meaningful,
comparable data.
Mankind is bombarded every half hour with the absolute numbers of the infected. Then
sometimes everybody becomes afraid or even panics. But it is not stated how many of the
counted infected have light or even no symptoms, and also not how many of the dead were
dying with the virus, but not from the virus. These are only a few of the many inconsistences
in the tangled mess of figures around Corona.
Why this great fear? Because we do not know the virus, because we have no medications,
because we are powerless. At any rate the politicians and their advisors see us thus and
“protect” us as they lock us up and rob us of our fundamental rights.
The old medical healing methods, the natural healing methods and homeopathy, no matter
what they may be called, have very many methods against virus illnesses. Among others this
is demonstrated on the Online-Homöopathie-Kongress for Corona Virus and the Swiss
physician Andreas Bircher, MD who recommends the Super-Heating Therapy (only for heart
healthy people). His famous grandfather, the physician Oskar Bircher-Benner (creator of
muesli of the same name) kept every one (!) of his assigned patients healthy during the
time of the Spanish Flu with this exact method. Because every virus dies at over 40°C, a
healthy person therefore reacts precisely with a fever to a virus infection. However, many of
our physicians are not trained in this healing art anymore. They only know the chemical
methods.
We here at raum&zeit have made it our duty to collect, investigate and make available all
of this information around Corona beyond the horror press. Some of it is here in this Issue
(among others from Ruediger Dahlke, MD) and of course on our Homepage www.raumund-zeit.com/gesundheit/coronavirus/ which is updated daily.
In this never before seen situation we still do not know what the background is. A concealed
financial crisis? Simply the ignorance of the politicians? An operation controlled by WHO which
has fallen apart at the seams? A little bit from all? We would like you to make an as objective
as possible picture for yourself and we will do our best to continue publishing information that
you otherwise do not, or only with difficulty, receive. We are able to do this because we are
independent. However, this is only possible if you remain loyal to us into the future. Even if
we are not afraid of the virus, the economic consequences of the virus-hype, and above all
the measures triggered by it, are already reflected as little more than numbers. Just as the
potential consequences for our democracy and our society.
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A crisis is always also an opportunity. It helps us, so that we learn from the mistakes, by
looking at ourselves critically without fear, but also favorably in this current situation here
and now. What does this small, clever microbe teach us at this moment? For example: slowing
down – traffic jam is just a foreign word. Nature is very thankful and recovers
incomprehensibly fast. We notice just what is and who is really important in our lives. Continue
this list for yourself.
In conclusion, I would also like to let you participate in a nice dialog which recently took place.
A few days ago my son said to me: “Mom, I find it actually really cool that I have completed
my high school graduation. Because later I can say: I graduated during the Corona crisis, and
was sometimes not allowed in the school.” I replied: “That’s for sure, really cool! I was just
in the Chernobyl class!” My son: “Really! Chernobyl? But Mom, at that time, that really was
dangerous!”
In this sense
Remain loyal to us! Keep well and fit!
Andrea Ehlers
Publisher and Editor
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